Semantic Image Classification Using Consistent Regions and Individual Context
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This paper proposes an efficient approach for semantic image classification by integrating additional contextual constraints such as class cooccurrences into a randomized forest (RF) classification framework. The
RF classifier performs an initial yet local classification on the pixel level
by using powerful covariance matrix based descriptors as feature representation. Furthermore, we exploit multiple unsupervised image partitions to provide a reliable spatial region support and to capture the real
object boundaries. An information theoretic driven approach detects consistently classified regions and generates a representative segmentation
incorporating the classification result on the pixel level. Moreover, we
use a conditional random field formulation to obtain a final labeling including context information individually generated for each test image.
To illustrate state-of-the-art performance, we run experiments on the two
versions of the MSRC dataset with 9 and 21 object classes and on the
PASCAL VOC2007 image collection.
Covariance Region Descriptors. We use powerful yet compact covariance regions descriptors [6] as the feature representation within a RF classifier by applying a simple matrix vectorization similar to [1]. This representation then directly integrates arbitrary feature cues, such as color and
filter responses.
Consistently Classified Regions. Since our local RF classification strategy yields a class distribution at each pixel independently, we aim to
group the obtained information according to its spatial relationship. Following the concepts presented in [4, 5], multiple segmentations are generated to provide a huge pool S of probable connected pixels. For each
segmented region si ∈ S, we group the individual pixel classifications
yielding a final region class distribution. In order to select consistently
classified regions, we compute the Shannon entropy over the summarized
distribution. Given a computed class distribution P (c|si ) of a segmented
region si , we define a consistency measurement based on an entropy computation according to
|c|

H(si ) = − ∑ p j log p j ,

pj =

log P (c = j|si )
,
|c|
∑k=1 log P (c = k|si )

Figure 1: Visual results selected from the classification procedure on the
MSRC dataset. From left to right: The color images, the initial RF classifications, the computed entropies minimized over all segmentations, the
semantic labeling results using multiple segmentations, the CRF cleaned
final classifications, and the ground truth.

Experiments. We evaluate the processing stages of our approach on the
pixel level and compare the results to state-of-the-art performance. We
show initial results obtained by the RF classifier, the classification rates
by grouping the pixel using multiple segmentations and the rates by using
a CRF formulation for the integration of contextual constraints thus allowing to asses the importance of the different steps. A quantitative evaluation shows that our feature representation, that directly integrates several cues, results in a reliable initial classification. The incorporation of
unsupervised multiple segmentations significantly improves the accuracy.
In addition, the final integration of individually generated context information yields competitive results on the MSRC and VOC2007 datasets.
Figure 1 shows some visual results obtained by our approach.
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